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Lincoln Cents Collectors Folder 1909-1940

From the Inside FlapThe Official Red Book "A Guide Book of United States Coinsis 70 years
young and going strong. Collectors nationwide love the book's grade-by-grade values, auction
records, historical background, detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and
accurate mintage data. How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The Red Book tells
you, covering everything from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and
dazzling gold coins. You'll find 33,000+ prices for more than 7,700 coins, tokens, medals, sets,
and other collectibles. You'll also round out your education in commemoratives, Proof and Mint
coins, error coins, Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, private gold, and all the latest National
Park quarters, Presidential and Native American dollars, Lincoln cents, and more. Articles on
investing, grading coins, and detecting counterfeits will make you a savvy collector; and
entertaining essays on the history of American coinage, shipwrecks and hoards, and the
modern rare-coin market give you an inside look at "the hobby of kings." These are just some of
the features of the informative, entertaining, invaluable Red Bookthe world's best-selling coin
price guide (more than 23 million copies sold). The 2017 edition is 16 pages longer than the
2016 edition, making it the biggest and best yet!
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited.

Lincoln Cent Folder #4: Whitman Folder Roosevelt Dimes Folder 1965-2004 (Official Whitman
Coin Folder) Jefferson Nickels Folder 1938-1961 (Official Whitman Coin Folder) Lincoln
Memorial Cents Number Two: Collection Starting 1999 Lincoln Cent Folder #4: H.E. Harris & Co.
Roosevelt Dimes Folder Starting 2005 (Official Whitman Coin Folder) Roosevelt Dimes Folder
1946-1964 (Official Whitman Coin Folder) Jefferson Nickels Folder 1962-1995 (Official Whitman
Coin Folder) Jefferson Nickels Folder Starting 1996 (Official Whitman Coin Folder) Lincoln
Cents Folder 1975-2013 Washington Quarter Folder 1965-1987 (Official Whitman Coin Folder)
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Gerald Harpst, “coin folder. The coin folder met my ecpectations. These folders are always top
notch.”

Ebook Library Reader, “good product. great for collectors”

Kodiak, “Somthing old, something new . . .. I purchased all four of the Lincoln penny coin folders
for collectors (1909 to the present) for my 8-year old grandson for Christmas; since they brought
back memories of when I was his age. I was uncertain, however, in this modern digital age,
whether he would be interested in them. As it turns out, he was very excited about them. Then,
my own son (his father), pulled his own Lincoln penny collection out of storage, which he had
started about 30 years ago when I gave him similar penny folders for collecting. Among others,
it had a 1909 Lincoln penny, which was the first year they were coined; and for variety, a steel
1943 Lincoln penny. (To save copper for the war effort, the U.S. Treasury coined most of the
1943 pennies in steel, which are bluish-gray in color.)I highly recommend these, and other, coin
collecting folders as a gift for a young boys and girls. But then, of course, you should also give
them, say, $20 worth of Lincoln pennies in rolls from the bank, so they can go looking searching
through them for the pennies they need to begin filling the folders. As I child, I would periodically
return these unused pennies to the bank to get more pennies to repeat the process. So, this
also led to my first banking transactions; and, of course, I traded pennies with friends, so this
also led to my first trading experiences.Something old, something new; something borrowed,
something blue.Kodiak (1949)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Exactly what was expected. I have purchased these back in the 60's and
as expected they are still the same construction. These are great for starting the grandkids in the
coin collecting hobby.HWC”

Bigmac, “Good starter for a young collector …. Good starter for a young collector ….”

Jesse Cash, “It covers every Lincoln penny to 1940, however this makes it nearly impossible to
complete.... The penny book does contain a section for the 1909 V.D.B SanFrancisco minted
coin. I have seen many other books that don't even place that in it because it is such a rare and
expensive coin. There were only a few hundred thousand of the coins minted and the average
price for one is about a thousand dollars ($950). I understand that it is one of the pennies that
were minted, but BEWARE that completing this book is already a challenge, but the V.D.B S
penny makes it insanely difficult.”

Mike S, “Standard. Coins fit well”



TinyToes8, “Great for starters or misc Projects!. Perfect folders for the project I am doing. I
bought #1 #2 #3 they all came in great condition and were delivered on Memorial Day very
impressed. They were cheap witch is good for I am going to frame them in a frame that can
easily have the glass slid to side so you can put any new coins in them.I would suggest if you are
just starting out or are making a second set for a misc project to get these. If you want to see the
back and front of the coins or would like to have it better protected I would say buy the Albums
and not folders.”

greybear, “Normal Whitman quality item.. Normal Whitman quality item. No complaints”

Hugh S, “Five Stars. A good collecting aid”

bwgi, “Five Stars. Happy customer.”

tracey, “Five Stars. A++++”

The book by Elizabeth Scofield has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 2,333 people have provided
feedback.
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